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Words and Thoughts: Subsentences, Ellipsis, and the Philosophy of Lan-
guage;.indeed,.they.are.partly.contrary.to.them .Nevertheless,.this.quota-
tion. expresses. well. Stainton’s. central. contention:. that. speakers. can. use.
perfectly.ordinary.words.and.phrases,.not.embedded.in.any.larger.struc-
ture,.and.without.any.ellipsis.at.work,.and.thereby.communicate.complete.
thoughts,.i e .perform.full-fledged.speech.acts.(including.assertions) .In-
deed,.it.is.somewhat.surprising.that.Stainton.does.not.cite.these.words.of.
Wittgenstein’s. anywhere. in. his. book,. especially. given. his. penchant. for.
beginning.chapters.with.a.quote.from.this.or.that.philosopher.(albeit.only.
in.order.to.disagree.with.him) 
Let. me. say. right. off. the. bat. that. Stainton’s. book. is. excellent . It. is.








1.Ludwig.Wittgenstein,.Philosophical Investigations,.translated.by.G E M .Anscombe.
(Blackwell,.1986) 




explains.exactly.what.each.part.of.this.claim.means .A.full-fledged speech 







speakers.can.effect.such.acts.using.ordinary words and phrases.(subsen-
tences).in isolation. In.order.to.explain.these.notions.syntactically,.he.uses.
the.standard.equipment.of.generative.grammar.(more.specifically,.its.Gov-















So. much. for. the. syntactic. explanation. of. these. notions;. now. they.
need.to.be.explained.semantically.and.pragmatically,.in.accordance.with.
the.famous.threefold.division.of.the.study.of.sign.systems.introduced.by.












content),. they.are indeed.sentences. in. the.pragmatic.sense.(they.can.be.
used.to.perform.speech.acts) 
But.how.are.hearers.able. to.understand. these.subsentences.as.con-
veying. complete. thoughts;. how. are. they. able. to. grasp the. proposition.
















As. for. the. medium. of. combination,. Stainton. endorses. the. compu-











play.the.role.of.a.content-integrator;.see.his.The Architecture of the Mind 
(2006).and.the.sources.Stainton.cites )
This,.then,.is.the.main.idea.of.Words and Thoughts .However,.in.or-
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tence. primacy . Stainton. offers. several. different. readings. of. the. context 


















tional.content”.(p .6),.“communicate.complete.thoughts”.(p .12)) .In.his.
presentation.at.the.very.lively.Philosophy of Linguistics conference.held.
in.Dubrovnik.in.September.2007,.Steven.Gross.identified.some.problems.
with.Stainton’s.relevance.theory-influenced.characterization.of.assertion .
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